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tion for Economic Education
in New York on May 19, 1980.
It is a great honour for me to haye been invited
here and to have the opportunity of addressing such a
distinguished audience.
For more

th~n

four decades the people

of the

twenty three Latin American countries have been suffer
ing from a strong overdose of statism.

Although it is

true that there are big cultural, geographic and socio
econom1c

differenc~~

if

~om~o~ hi~r~nir

t~ei~

b~tween

the5e

~cuntries,

it

i~

as

origin has made them react

and behave uniformly in adopting the bankrupt formulae
of inveterate socialism.
assimilated into

With all its defects when

L~ti~ A~erica~

idiosynrrasy: it has

become an autnctonous statism with its own peculiar
characteristics.

The most influential elements in the

formation of this phenomenon have been of course Fabian
socialism, Keypesian and Marxist teachings at academic
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centres and lately the bad example given by the econom
ic policy of this country and of most part of Europe
(although insofar as the United States is concerned, it
is riot clear who gave the bad example to whom ) .

To

this must be added the ser iou·s ideological penetration
coming from behind the Iron and Bamboo Curtains. · This
led to such extremes as Cuba and Chile, though the
latter was

abl~

t·o escape Communism.

Peru , on the other

hand, has been and is under a strong Yougoslav influence
in ·its military academies which, in their turn, have
~nfluenced

the thinking of many officers of other Latin

American armies.

Recently, the attack has been directed

to Nicaragua and El Salvador which have already been
compl~tely socialized in spite of statements to the

contrary by some

-·

na~ve · people

to words than to facts.

who pay more attention

The influence o± Chr1st1al1

Democracy must also be stressed, particularly in Venezuela .

Its followers, actually, are neither democrats

nor Christians and have no spiritual link with the
parties bearing thP same

name~

led after the war by

Adenauer in Germany and Einaudi in Italy :
Most traditional

parti~s

have let themselves be

drawn down the demagogic slope, pretending that democ
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rac y is s ynonymous with majorit y , even if the latter
doe s not respect the rights of the minority, thus nul
lifying Lincoln's famous definition since it is no lonK
ger " for the epople" but "for the majority of the p·eople".
Man y examples may be given of this but, in my opinion,
the clearest is that of Colombia where the so called
Conservative and the Liberal parties struggle for the
fir s t place in the race to see who is more socialist
and who promises more follies to gain a greater number
of votes .
We must also mention among t he dec is ive ideolo g ical influences in Latin America that Machiavellian
misconception called CEPAL (Economic Council for Latin
America), an institution which depends from anothe r
aberration basically serving the purposes of the Kremlin
called the United Nations.
Although the central subject of this talk refers
to economic aspects, it must be clearly borne in mind
that it is of little use to understand the problems
i nherent in this field if the countries concerned do
not have an adequate political structure in order to
preserve their institutions from the enemies of freedom.
This idea has already been magnificently presented by
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Cicero in the first century Before Christ in the Pro
logue to the second Speech against Catilina:

"For a

long time we have been telling ourselves: intolerance
of the political convictions of others is a barbarous
procedure which cannot be tolerated in a civilized
country.

.e

Are we not a free country?

Is a man going

to be denied the right to speak when the laws guarantee
this right?

But I tell you that freedom does not mean ·

freedom to take advantage of the laws in order to destroy them:

It is not freedom which allows the Trojan

horse to be put within our walls and makes us listen
to those inside it under the pretext that we must
tolerate the points of view of others.
with Rome, its law and its freedom, is

He who is not
again~t

Rome.

He who adopts the cause of tyranny, oppression and the
old despotism is against Rome.

He who conspires a-

gainst the established authorities and incites the
populace to

~iolence

is

~gainst

two horses at the same time:

Rome.

He cannot mount

he cannot live within

the law and at the same time conspire . · One is a Roman
or one is not".

MONETARY POLICY
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In Latin America, 1n the economic field, the
pillars of statism come from the aforementioned chan
nels and they cover all vital areas but I want to make
a few considerations on monetary policy, because it
is here where Latin American socialist intellectuals
and leaders have laid greatest emphasis in their harm
ful action.

In doing so they are coherent with Lenin' s

famous admonition that monetary corruption will lead
to the destruction of the free world.
ThrouJLh enourmous

budge~ary

deficits, manipulations

of bank reserves and rates of interest, operations on
the open market and purchase of foreign currency . by
Central Banks, Latin America has been involved in
enourmous inflations which, using the annual M increase,
1

reach~d

900% in the case of Communist Chile.

For the

last forty years, statistics in the region record 3,800
devaluations of local currencies in relation to the
dollar,

witho~t

taking into account exchange controls

which, as it is well known, do not allow to note real
depreciation officially and without calculating the
devaluation of the dollar itself.

The

incr~ase

in the

cost of living in my country, according to the Consumer .
Price Index was 700,000% for the period from 1945 to
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to 1976.

In the country where this index has risen

the least, it does not fall below 600), without taking
into consideration the existence of maximum prices which
artificially depress these figures.
I should like, then, to introduce a few ideas on
monetary policy

bec~use

I think it might be a contribu

tion to solve this aspect of such an important issue
.and because it is a central point 1n the discussions
being held today in Latin American academic.· community.
Inflation is the issue of money and the artificial
expansion of credit without genuine backing made direc!
ly or indirectly by

govern~ents.

We refer to

''gen~ine

backing'' because, as we will see further on, we do not
consider paper money handled by governments as genuine.
Private forgers are also

respo~sible

only to an infinitesimal degree.
the problem of the West.
duly punished.

for inflation but

However, this is not

The forger is arrested and

The problem -of today is the legal forger

who dilutes the income of others with impunity and that
is what most governments do today.
It is not worthwhile to stop at length to
what is not inflation.
some concepts.

desc~ibe

Nevertheless, we must set down

It is important to stress that there is
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:

no such thing as cost inflation or demand inflation.

Costs are prices and should onl y rise if mone y and
credit increases.

On the

ot~er

hand, real demand can

onl y expand when production increases.

If demand is

nominal, this means that it has been "stimulated" by
inflationary procedures.
more demand.

Inflation does not produce

The demand made

wi~h

spurious resources

is deducted from the real demand of the market, which
means an artificial shift in the direction of expendl
ture which, in its turn, leads to malinvestment.
The rise in the price of oil has not hi ng to do
with inflation.

If the price of a product goes up

without an increase in income and the same quantity
is to be consumed, a smaller amount of income must be
allocated to the remainder of the goods in order to
be abie to buy the one whose price has I".,;,.seiL

Gltc..e

again, the price of oil and other goods can only rise
if money is increased.

It is unnecessary to say that

if prices are fixed for gas or

benefit~

are set poli!

icall y , the so-called '; energy crisis" wlll occur,
generating shortages, queues and loss of interest in
research for substitutes such as nuclear, hydraulic,
solar energy etc .
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Finally, inflation is not a general rise in prices,
basically for two reasons.

In the first place, it is

not correct to define the causes by the effects:

tem-

perature is not infection; it is only a symptom of it.
In the second place, if the increase were general and
uniform there would be no problem with inflation.

The

fundamental -problem of · inflation is, precisely, that
it distorts relative ·prices and discriminates

~hen

inflated money is channelled through the economy.

the
When

the Consumer Price Index is published, people tend to
confuse this not

alw~ys

valid evidence, with the cause

of inflation which, as we have said before, is the
issuing of money by the government without genuine back ing.

People also tend to think that all prices move

at the same rate of this index.

As we have pointed out ,

if all prices rose U11iforml y - and it must

b~

take~

into account that wages are prices - the difficulty
·would be limited to more bulky wallets and problems
with the calculating machines and accounting uuoks due
to an eicess of digits but · the inbalance inherent to
inflation would not exist.

ENDOGENOUS AND EXOGENOUS PHENOMENA
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When we say we want price stability, what we
actually want is sound currency.
is not static but dynamic.

The economic process

Prices must change accord-

ing to the activities of the people acting on the market and respond to their. particular value scales.

We

can think of many reasons for changes in prices. - Cete
ris _paribus, exports, earthquakes etc. will make prices
rise due to the changed relation between goods and the
quantity of money.

Always ceteris paribus, the opposite

would occur to imports . . In other words, there will be
changes in prices as

~ites,

fashion

& preferences

change .

.

What is - important about this is that all these manifesta
tions are the result of engogenous phenomena of the market, that means it is due to events occurring within
the market itself.

On the contrary, if prices change

because the monetary authority injects- or withdraws
money and credit from circulation, prices will respond
to causes outside the market, that is to exogenous
phenomena .

In the first case, the changes in ab so lute

and relative prices are guides in responce to the market structure; in the _ second, we are faced with adulterated signs, pseudo-prices which lead inexorably to
malinvestment, which consumes capital and, consequently,

-
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depresses relative income and wages in real terms.
This cannot lead us, however, to say for example
that, in the gold standard system an increase in the
production of gold would lead to inflation since in
this case

~e

would have to speak of bad inflation (caui

ed by governments) and a

g~od

or natural inflation (the

one generated on the market by an increase in the quan
tit y of gold, in our example). It is necessary to insist that the discovery of gold - in the gold standard
s y stem - will

event~ally

raise prices but this will

· occur as a consequence of endogenous phenomena on the
market and, therefore, we are .not before an inflationary phenomenon - as such, since, as we have said, the
essential characteristic of iriflation is that it adulterates prices.
Let us now consider the

va r i n u ~

mnnetar y

policie~

that have been followed during the last forty years in
Latin America.

These are a) a fixed exchange rate and

the amount of money tied to that official exchan~e rate
b) floating exchange rates and rigid currency , · that is,
no issuing of money; c) floating exchange and an annual
monetary growth of

X~

set by the government; d) fixed

exchange and money tied to the available quantity of
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foreign currency in the local market (dollar standard ) ;
e) fixed exchange within a maximum and a minimum (dirty
floating ) and money tied to the fluctuations · outside
these margins.
· -When the type of exchange is fixed or there is a
dirty floatation and there is indirect control of rates
of exchange, the Central Bank sells when -the price of
the currency tends to rise above the established maximum
(thereby losing reserves) and buys when the price tends
to drop below the established minimum (issuing more
money for th is purpose as we have already mentioned ) .
Another procedure within the same policy would be, for
example, for the government to increase its external
debt thereby artificially causing additional foreign
currency to enter the local market and thereb y depres sing the for eign c urr elH... ! .i.n terms o £ . tL~ 1 0co.l

en~.

It must also be pointed out that it is possible to
combine these measures with
shall comment on

~he

ot~ers

but, for now, we

basic policies we have mentioned.

I should onl y like _to aJd that if the for ei gn cx~hange
control is

dire~t,

the official rate is fixed and

generall y the policies that would make the market adjusted to the official rates are not adopted which
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•

results in the appearance of the black market.
Let us comment

briefl~

on the five policies list

ed above; in the case of a fixed rate of exchange and
the quantity of money tied to the official exchange
or to the fluctuation above or below the maximum or
minimum prices established by law, we must point out
that, since there is no free rate of exchange, the
alocation of resources will be mislead because the
whole structure of imports and exports is affected,
in the same way the misalocation occurs when prices
are fixed for other goods and services.
place, the issue 9f money will al ways

In the second

corr~spond

to

an exogenous phenomenon (in this case the official
rate of exchange) which is consequently inflationary
(or deflationary if local currency is sterilized when
foreign currency is sold).
~hat

In the other three cases,

is floating currency and the money maintained

rigid or money growth fixed at an X%, or when the
money is tied to the entrance of dollars in the local
market, we find also that monetary issue does not respond to market phenomena (endogenous) but to local - or foreign political decisions.
As can be seen, if we accept the premise of
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spurious money, the five alternatives mentioned form
an iron-cast dilemma from which it is impossible to
escape:

that is the manipulation of money and credit.

It is therefore important to consider the superiority
of a sixth alternative:

that of a commodity standard

(genarally gold because of the advantages this metal
has as a means of exchange).

In this case the rate

of exchange is free and the quantity of · money fluctuates exclusively according to endogenous phenomena
since the price of gold oscillates in terms of other
goods and the quantity of the nte t a-l also depends en
the requirements of the market

(fore~gn

trade, local

extraction, fluctuations of other goods, etc.).

BANKING SYSTEM AND MONETARY REFORM

The gold standard has been im_p lanted erratically
since the first treaties in Genoa in 1447.

It was

only institutionalized between 1815 and 1914 with Lhe
name of classic golci standard..

Due to the inflation-

ary monetary issue during the First World War, the
classic gold standard was in fact abandoned and central
banks were created to handle money and credit.

13

In 1922 , the Brussel s a nd Genoa Ag reements decreed
reserves would be in dollars and pounds and that these
currencies would be convert i ble into gold only on the
f ~ xed

request of a central bank and a t a

rate.

In 19 45,

at Bretton Woods, the dollar became the onl y reserve
currency and from 1968 to 19 71 the double gold market

·-e

wa s established with the obtuse
m~rket

pr e t~ntion

that the

ignore~,

price of the metal could be

its value only to an official price.

relating

In 1971, the

Smithsoni an Agreement made the dollar completel y
penden t from gold and f ixe d
tablished.

rat e~

ind~ -

e~

of exchange were

This reform, a ccording to Nixon, constitut ed

"the most important monetary a greement in histor y" but
onl y lasted until. the panic of Ma rch 19 73, when the
dirt y floating system was adopted .
The

ban~.i.11g

system of Latin Americ a tod ay , as

~-:e ll

as the so - called - free world in general, is that of
fractional reserve.

This system causes inflation

bec a use i t increases the secondar y produc t ion of mone y
throu gh t he multipl y ing e ffect.

~~
T JLW

~

1

' - J..

as· s l
" r
-

g ~ld

-.A.

-'c~an~
- •=

ard system, on the other hand, adopted the "free banking" system in which there existed periods of credit
expansion and contracticin.
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In

~his

s ystem if customers

claimed deposits the · banker did not have, the bank
eventually went bankrupt.

But ·the point we want to

make here is not wheather the banker has or has not
the necessary funds to meet the claims, the point is ·
that if 100% reserve is abandoned, phases of inflation
are permitted to take place, and resources are giv-e n
different alocation to the one the market would have
established.

It is clear that "free banking" produces

a much smaller -expansion than fractional reserves and
that the greater the number of banks, the smaller the
__......_

risk of inflation will be.

However, the pjoblem only

disappears comP.letely if a total reserve is established,
that is the pure gold standard.

This system implies

that all bank notes and credits are convertible to gold.
It is argued that the government should not fix
a 100% reserve because th1s would con.st.itute
ence on the market.

_;_;.t6rfc~ -

On the contrary, if the function

of the government is to protect property, it must see
that there is no inflation, that means that people
capnot be robbed with impunity.

It may be said that

the government does not have the

r~ght

to intervene if

a free and voluntary contract is settled between a
depositor and a banker whereby the former authorizes
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the latter to dispose of his funds so long as they are
available when he requires them.
the whole community.

Inflation affects

It should be impossible to make

a contract to produce inflation, just as the government
cannot legitimize a contract to commit murder.
I think that once the above considerations have

•

been accepted, a way of . carrying out a monetary and
banking reform which would make money independent from
politics could be for governments to convert all their
reserves into ·gold and to give this asset of the central
bank to a conversion bank . _From this time on the public

i~

given the option to buy gold with the mone y in

circulation.

This money is sterilized and if

p~ople

deposit the gold, _they are given a certificate, that
would be a new currency based on gold, which will not·

•

be of legal tender.

In this case, there is no such

thing _as certain rites or prices between the receipt,
certificate or note on one hand arid gold on the other
since this document represents a specific quantity of
gold . · In this system it is completely irrelevant how
much gold there is or what is its price in terms of
other goods or currencies, the goal of the system, as
we pointed out, is to make money independent from
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political decisions.
As we have said, it is also necessary to establish
a 100% reserve in banks for which it is necessary to
equalize secondary monetary production with primary
production, which balances the situation in order to
avoid a contraction which would lead to a deflationary

•

phen9menon.

The central bank would then disappear since

its essential function is to handle money and credit.
Today,

~hose

who are in favour of a central bank de-

clare that if they were in charge

~hey

would know how

to handle money and credit "correctl y", and that those
who are
h~ndle

~n

charge at the moment do not know hoK to

money.

But the

di~cussion

goes beyond the

boundaries of the problem since it is simply a question
of not handling money.

•

With reference to this, we

should remember that the fifth point o± the Communist
Manifesto advises the creation of a national bank to
manage money and credit.
The procedure we suggest would make money independent from

pol~tical

power and from then on prices

would depend exclusively on endogenous market factors. ·
The subject of monetary policy, so briefly summarized,
is what in my opinion constitutes the Gordian knot we
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face today but, as we have said at the beginning, unfortunately it is far from being the onl y problem
existing in Latin America.
OTHER MEASURES AND THE "ZERO GROWTH THESIS"

•

We are still immersed in the era of nee-mercantilism .
According to the criteria in fashion, it is good to export
but bad · to import.

CEPAL has coined a new term: "import

substitution" which means increased investment per product
unit, buying locally at a higher price

a~d

what would be cheaper and better abroad.

lo~er

quality

Following the

same idea, it is considered possible to increase capitail
zat ion by rejecting foreiiri investment under a heavy
nationalistic guise.

pseud~

It is still thought - always at a

pol i tical level - that it is possible to increase the
purchasing power by setting minimum wages or that to stimu
late production and increase the efficiency of the economy
we should set minimum prices. It is sti ll thought that
trade unions and strikes may increase real income. It
is even maintained that coactive redistribution of
income to eliminate wealth inequalities is the way for
a nation to become rich. · For this last reason progressive income taxes have been adopted without
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realizing that a progressive tax is also a progressive
penalty on -efficiency which affects relative positions
of wealth, creates social immobility and, in the last
instance, becomes a regressive tax since the marginal
workers are the ones who suffer more from this tax
since they are obliged to renounce to an increase in

---

the real income because the investment was never
pr~cisely

ma~e,

because the additional capitalization was

confiscated through the progressive tax.
A new theory which has become popular in Latin
America should be mentioned here: the "zero growth"
theory.

It maintains that the quality of life dete-

riorates as a result of progress.

This. version of the

theory has been made popular mainly by the Rome Club
and professots Meadows and Forrester

•

~ho

that a free system offers the opporLunity

seem unaware
o[

ing degrees of different wealth.
Usually, - the sponsors of "zero growth" preach
about the convenience of putting this theory into
practice. sprawlipg 1n comfortable a rmchairs and
surrounded by the comfort offered by the modern world.
Yet there is nothing to prevent them from giving a
part of their -fortune to others "to improve their
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quality of life".

They affirm that wealth corrupts

but they do not give up their property to purify

the~

selves since they do not consider themselves corrupt.
It is really strange to consider the success of a political campaign which proposes zero growth to a
relatively unwealthy audience.
· Actually, when progress is

attacked~

progress of others that is resisted.

it is the

The apostles of

zero growth do not like to queue for the opera, lie
on crowded beaches, drive along congested highways,
live in closely built districts or walk in crowded
parks; nor do they like to pay higher wages or do some
tasks themselves because of an increase iri
tion which raises real income.

capitaliz~

But they want to

take advantage of all these things and, of course,

•

also have at hand

mod~rn

medicines and other

luxur~Ps

With reference to unnecessary agglomerations and
congestions of people, we must point out that in the
majority of cases they are due to a misalocation of
resource~,

due either to the fact that the government

interferes in prices or because these places are
administered by the state.

It is also important to

bear in mind that noise, air and water pollution
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.

exist because governments do not establish adequate
penalti~s

when they find that given indicators surpass

reasonable - levels of carbon dioxide, decibels, ga r bage
and waste flowing into the water, etc.

-These acts are

flagrant attacks on property rights which should not
be allowed to go

upp~nished,

whether zero

~rowth

exists

or not.
Until recentl y I should have been ashamed to speak
on the subject of zero growth, if it were not for the
incredible popularity that this senseless theory has
acquired and the communist penetration which makes use
of it in order to ha rm the social system of freedom.
In spite of the vehement commandment in Genesis 1:28,
those who preach zero growth do so disguising their
comments in apparent moral judgements to impose more

•

easily on others the way that they should live .
The real cost or sacrifice of economic progress
lies: on one hand, in abstaining from consuming in
the present in order to obtain greater profits in the
future and) on the other, in the disadvantages which
closer co-existence with others may bring.
thing has to be paid for in .life.

But everr

Whatever we do, we

must balance the cost and the benefit to get, whether

-
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spiritual or merely material.

The development of

spiritual values is an inherent characteristic of man,
which will in its turn be enriched according to the
cultural formation of each individual, and will depend
on the opportunities given him by progress.

But it

cannot in any way be maintained that this essential
· feature only appears under conditions of relative rna
terial poverty or that it is generally absent under
conditions of relative economic wealth.

On the con-

trary, material progress gives the possibility of
having more time avai l able for spiritual enricrunent.
In

ot~er ~ords,

a person may be either rich or poor

and put material values

befo~e

tho~e

of the spirit

and vice versa, according to his co~cept of the world
wh{ch, as has been said, will depend on his education

•

and his personal values .

STATE ENTERPRISES AND "TECHNICAL MONOPOLY"

A typical trait of Latin American .ecuno111iC folk
lore during the last forty years has been the enormous
number of state enterprises that have been set up.
state enterprise necessarily means
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mali~vestment

of

A

resources.

Latin American state enterprises control

in most cases the sectors of oil, gas, coal, power,
railways, subways, banks, insurance and

reinsura~ce,

the steel industry, the wine industry, telephones,
aluminium, copper, petrochemistry, cement, sulphur,
sodium, ·carbonate, tin, nitrate and fishery.
State Enterprises have attempted to justify them
selves using the argument of "technical monopoly".
It is said that if only one company can supQiy certain
market with a given good or service, it becomes a
technical monopoly.

The examples usually given of this

type of monopoly are "public services".

It is argued,

for example, that there cannot be various

~ompanies

competing for drains and sewers in the same district
because this would mean breaking the streets to set

•

up parallel networks, etc ·.

So the ;: conclusion!' is

drawn that the said monopolistic company must belong
to the state "to be under better control".

·This

example can be extended to subways, railways, eventua!

ly telephones but it can also be applied to such items
as elevators since it

woul~

be silly to install va-

rious elevators in a building which needs only one
to give the chance to various companies to compete.
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This is true for all goods and services.
In the same physical space there is no room for
various companies which in no way implies that there
should be only one company in the market offering the
service and much less that it should be state owned.
In the case of

stat~

properties the government estab-

lishes the conditions of operation.

The same thing

occurs with the owners of a building who
given elevator co3pany.

contra~t

a

If, in the case of state own

ed property, conditions are not complied with, the
respective penalties are applied and changes are made.
To sum up, in my opinion, there "is no such thing__ as
technical

mono~oly

because its nature is not different

from other normal ·situations.
the formal aspect s

~iffer,

The fact that some of

such as the time of use,

does not make the problem any difterent.
In this brief overview I have tried to describe
the basic areas of Latin American economy during approximately forty years.

All this occurs in the polit

ical field which, it is well known and this audience
knows it better than most, is the result of ideas.

INTELLECTUAL REVOLUTION
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Since the beginning of the seventies, a formidable
intellectual revolution can be observed in Latin Arneri
ca in the academic field tending to revert the trend
we have been describing.

At this level, the fashion

for Keynesian economics, socialism and ?tatism in general is passing.

This is the result of liberal ideas

- in the classical sense - which are reborn with more
vigour in distinguished academic and reserach institu
tions in all parts of the free world.

In Latin Ameri

ca, this is particularly true of the Francisco Marroquin University in Guatemala, the Economic and Social
Research Centre and the Iberoamerican Integration .
Institute of Mexico, the Conference
Department
of the
.
.
Industrial Chamber of Ecuador, the Business

Administr~

tion School of Valparaiso, Chile, the Uruguayan Centre
for Econom1c and Social Studies .ill Ur \.lguay ar.d
Visao Group ·in Brazil.

th~

The Centre for the Study of

Freedom in Buenos Aires, founded by my father, to whom
I owe having been exposed to the "right books", also
r.

-in Buenos Aires the work of important business chambers
and, more recently, the Graduate School of Economics
and Business Administration (ESEADE).

These . are only

a few examples which do not represent in any way all
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the intellectual efforts which are being made in Latin
America to explain the idea£ and ideals of the

philos~

phy of freedom.
It is important to declare as an act of justice
and recognition, that these lights come from the intense
focus which has been set .up since 1946 here in New York
and whose

m~in

and integrit f .

characteristic is intellectual honesty
This institution is, of course, the

Foundation for Economic Education, presided
Leon~rd

~y

our friend,

Read, who has given us an extraordinary example

of courage and perseverance in the at tai Hntell t of TiObl.:=
goals.
-

Many works and publications have influenced Latin
American scholars but I would like to mention four master
pieces which have made a special impact:
von Mises' Human Act1oni Henry Hazlitt 1 s

TheT are Ludwig
lile

......

,

~

.-

-

-

I'UUI1Uc11.J..UH.:>

of Morality, Luis Rougier's The Genius of the West and,
more recently, F . A. Hayek's Law, Liberty and Legislation.
These works show clearly the inseparable nexus formed
by moral, law and economics.
Specialization in the ·study of a specific branch
of knowledge is indispensable to achieve an adequate
result.

The attitude of the dilettante should be avoided
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but specializati6n must not detract from ·the knowledge
of other sciences, particularly those which are closely
linked to the subject under study such as ethics, law
and philosophy £or the economist.

If this balance be-

tween specialization as such and the anaiysis of other
related subjects does not exist, vital aspects in the
conclusion$ in the specific area are left out and we
would incur into what Huxley has so aptly called
"intellectual celibacy".
In Lat i n America and problably in this country
too , when subjects such as the one we nave dealt with
t9day are considered before a qualified audience, it ·
is said that time must not be -lost in " preaching to
those already convinceq".
i~

However, if this statement

analjzed more closely and we look at ourselves

critically , we will see that, though the idea of free
dom we share is progressing notably, it has neither
been applied fully no·r reached success yet.

This {s

because we are not sufficiently efficient to achieve
success.

In other words, it is imperative for the so-

called convinced to work at permanent self-improvement
in order to attain better results.
I feel sure that the harmful activities in the
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political field today will give sufficient time to the
notable progress which can be observed in the academic
community to lead the free world back to the path of
common sense before it is too late.

To this end, con

siderations whether such or such a measure is impolitical or not should be completely left aside and the
only criterion should be whether it is advisable or
not for the

~regress

of civiliiation.

To achieve this

we must concentrate exclusively on objectives of excel
lence.

As Read teaches us in his already famous meta-

phor, we must "build castles in the air and work to
give them solid and lasting foundation-s".
According to the we 11

Chinese proverb "na --

kno~-n

tions, like fish, begin to rot

~t

the head".

The heads

of the free world are rotting but the antibodies and
defences formed by the aristocracy of talent have also

--

begun to act.

It is necessary to cure

~he

evil and

revert the trend drastically and this depends on whether
we are capable of followirig the example of
.

in~egrity
.

and wisdom shown us by architects of freedom, such as
the scholars of the Foundation for Economic

*

Education~

*

